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Today’s intense and dynamic environment  
requires a reboot. For strategy, that’s not only 
moving iteratively and more quickly, but it’s thinking 
differently about the work to be done.

At its core, strategy is about choices. It’s meaningful “yes’s,” but bigger “no’s.” 
Strategy design translates greater possibility into choices that shape and drive 
actions. 

This webinar focuses on these aspects of Strategy Design:

 » Prerequisites
 » Bottom-up hypotheses
 » Tighter loops
 » Present forward vs. Future back
 » 3 key choices

Prerequisites to Strategy Design
Unboundary believes there are four prerequisites to a successful  
strategy process:

1. Effectiveness design ensures you’ve made the choice of having a growth 
mindset. While an individual can have a growth mindset, an organization 
can too. 

2. Foresight design means you’ve made the choice to pay attention to  
signals of change and develop deep points of view (DPOV).

3. Narrative design means you’ve made the choice to consider a  
greater possibility.

4. Culture design means you’ve made the choice to develop shared beliefs.

These four components let you start with an authentically engaged culture that 
is focused on greater possibility. The tension between your engaged culture and 
the greater possibility creates the space needed for strategy design.

You shortchange yourself, your team, and your organization if you jump into 
strategy without these four prerequisites.

Is your strategy process 
keeping up with the 
pace of change?
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TRANSFORMATION IS A 
DESIGN CHALLENGE 

Unboundary approaches transformation 
design through a combination of six 
distinct design disciplines.

EFFECTIVENESS DESIGN

FORESIGHT DESIGN

NARRATIVE DESIGN

CULTURE DESIGN

STRATEGY DESIGN

ORGANIZATION DESIGN

Our “Design Your Future” series is a 
6-week webinar series where we focus on a 
different design discipline each week.
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Top-Down Directives vs.  
Bottom-Up Hypotheses
Top-down strategy tends to be a directive that cascades 
down from leaders to managers to front-line people. That’s in 
contrast to a bottom-up strategy that works like hypotheses 
from people closest to customers and processes, flowing up to 
managers and leaders.

In the top-down example, the strategy directive comes 
from the top, and people have a lot of questions. Maybe the 
directive lacks context. Maybe it feels arbitrary. Maybe it feels 
like chasing something rather than acting on what matters. As 
traction on the strategy starts to slip, there’s effort from the 
top to start providing rationale, context and supporting data. 
Most is an after-it-was-needed version of the prerequisite work 
— but it doesn’t work the same after the fact.

Make it a dialogue, not a directive
In the bottom-up example, the work actually still starts at the 
top, but it’s a different type of work. It’s the prerequisite work:  
ensuring the culture is authentically engaged and aligned 
on the greater possibility. What that enables is bottom-up 
excitement and contribution. 

When you see an organization where this is happening, it is 
buzzy, intense and noticeably different.

Tighter Strategy Loops
The pace of change warrants tighter strategy loops. When  
the environment was less dynamic, long-term planning  
could be 3-5 years, with assessment and evaluation every year. 

Now planning loops need to be tighter with quarterly iterative 
cycles, circling back, checking thinking, reassessing and 
adjusting to new conditions.

We described two types of loops: Make sense, make choices, 
make happen, make revisions.  And the OODA loop from the 
military:  observe, orient, decide, act.

PRESENT FORWARD = INCREMENTAL

Present forward strategic thinking is incremental — another 
step forward along the same strategy you’re on. It assumes 
existing business can simply be extended into the future, and 
you tend to make choices from existing options.

FUTURE BACK = TRANSFORMATIONAL

Future back strategic thinking is transformational — it’s about 
creating the new, the next, and often includes disruptive 
thinking. It starts with the future state: how will needs be 
different? What’s possible? What will our customers want to 
do in the future? 

Future back focuses on new options. They might be 
integrative options like the iPod, or generative options like 
23&Me — an entirely new idea. Future back is almost always 
solution-oriented, rather than product-oriented.

MIDDLE GROUND = SIMPLY EVOLUTIONARY

This middle ground is slightly more Future back than Present 
forward. These companies change fast enough to keep up, but 
there’s rarely a strong sense of accomplishment other than 
staying in the pack. These are the companies most likely to 
suffer change fatigue. 

“Moonshot” energy

Endless march

INCREMENTAL
Comfortably falling behind
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These articles provide a deeper dive into new ways  
to think about strategy.

Three Kinds of Choices
No strategy discussion would be complete without 
these three choices that most believe guide the start 
of strategy. We moved this to the end to reinforce our 
belief that prerequisite work makes the strategy more 
effective and energizing.

ARENA

What’s the arena we’re operating in:  our marketplace, 
scale, and customers?

POSITION

What’s our unique position: relevance, unique value, 
our distinction from competing alternatives?

OKRs

Objectives, key results: what are our ambitious goals 
and measurable results?

Your Strategic Plans Probably  
Aren’t Strategic, or Even Plans
7 minute read | Harvard Business Review

You’ll be hooked right away as the author shares the range of responses he gets when asking 
people to list an example of strategy. In quick steps, he clears out the confusion between 
objectives, strategy and action.

FULL ARTICLE >

A Future-Back Approach to Creating  
Your Growth Strategy
20 minute read | Innosight

If you’re intrigued by the idea of starting with the future and working backwards, this article 
(and the book Lead From the Future) builds a compelling argument. Even if you’re not yet ready 
to start with the future, you’re guaranteed to walk away with a valuable idea that will change 
the way you think.

FULL ARTICLE >

Unboundary is a transformation design firm. In an era where adapting at or above 
the pace of change in the world is essential, we know that organizations only adapt 
as fast as their leaders. Over 30 years, we’ve partnered with leaders at some of the 
best known organizations, ensuring they are future ready. We are strategic and 
creative thinkers who make strategy actionable through communications — print, 
digital, environmental — as well as workshops that engage.

Reach out with questions, conversation, or to  
learn more about Unboundary and how we  
partner with clients.

Tod Martin
tod@unboundary.com
404-614-4281
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